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“There is a plan for you.” 

You know the outline and the details come later.  Follow Your Plan!  

“FOLLOW Your Dreams.” 

It is the first step in believing in you.  2 

“You are the GIFT!” 

You have the Talent of which you are the Master.  Your Talent connects you to your Light.  Your Light 
shines through your Talent.  3 

“Your Light Matters in the World!” 

When you shine your light you show the world what is possible and you teach us what we need to change.  
4 

“When you learn something in life…” 

When you learn something in life then you understand and when you understand you can change.  Every 
change moves you towards your light.  5 

“You choose Light or Dark.” 

Stop sharing and expanding the dark you; instead, share and expand the light you.  9 

 “Believe or Not Believe?” 

Believe or Not Believe?  When you follow your Dreams, be ready to be tested a lot.  Doubt, Fear, Worry 
and people saying No will all show up.  You will be worn down to your lowest point.  This is the greatest 
test moment.  All on purpose to see, do you really believe in yourself or do you Give-Up and go back?  
Always choose to believe in you at all test points.  Once your Light knows you are on board, watch the 
Magic happen.  67 

“Separation...” 

The Darkness Separates us and defeats us one at a time.  69 

“What you create…” 

Everything you attach yourself to such as; thoughts, beliefs, habits, routines, and what you focus on, is 
what creates your world and keeps you there.  You need to look inward to see what you are about to 
create.  The things you create will be real and come true.  You can change it by letting go.  To let go you 
will have to face and detach yourself from what causes you and others pain and suffering.  Then replace it 
with what gives you more joy and happiness, your light.  11 



“Peace and Calm.” 

When you have no thoughts or emotions, you are in your peace and calm space.  Stay here as long as you 
can and enjoy the feeling.  The longer you can stay here the stronger the energy becomes.  12 

“Understanding” 

Your light only wants to know and understand the dark path.  It does not want you to become or be the 
dark.  13 

“Alive or Asleep?” 

You can choose to be you and live as you were intended, or the plan society has, or what someone else 
wants for you.  At some point in life, you need to look and see whose plan you are following and who you 
have become.  We have found when you are the true you and live your plan it is fulfilling, independent, 
meaningful, awake, and expanding, feels like you are alive.  The other options are the opposite.  14 

“One” 

All of us may seem to be separate and learning different things in life.  Nevertheless, in the end we take all 
that we have learned and go back towards the light to become one again, knowing we were never separate 
we just forgot.  15 

“Searching For” 

All people really want is to be Loved, Accepted, and Valued.  We search outwardly for all only to find it 
does not last and has conditions attached.  Your light says inward is where you will find all of this and 
more, all the time unconditionally and it is free.  16 

“Discernment!” 

In life, you will need to know the difference between what your light says is truth and what others say is 
truth.  Which direction is right for you and which is not?  Your light speaks to you in many ways so you 
will need to pay attention and feel your way through.  Do not let guilt, pity, habit, hopelessness, doubt, I 
cannot, I do not know, fear, be your guides and make your choices.  Take a deep breath, calm yourself, 
wait, and look for the other choice.  For us, fear, frustration and doubt were our guides and made our 
choices for too long.  Now we know to face all these emotions and not let them take us over.  Then your 
light can get through to you and guide you.  17 

“Triggers” 

What is a trigger?  It is a person, place, word, trauma, or object that you tell your mind to remember this 
moment; you will also attach a feeling with it.  So, what is the point of the trigger?  Your light is saying it’s 
time to let go of this, so it will send someone in to pull the trigger to show you how you react and if you are 
still carrying that moment.  Your light sees this as an opportunity to not react and let go.  So, at that 
moment you have a choice, did I react the same or did I let go?  Why does it keep coming around?  It is a 
test to see if you really let go or if you are continuing to carry it and make it bigger.  You will be tested until 
you have mastered it.  How do I know if I have mastered it?  When you have no reaction and it does not 
pull you back into that moment anymore.  Then your light knows you are free.  This will happen in every 



aspect of your life; work, family, relationships, belief; so being aware and knowing the point of the triggers 
is the key to change.  18 

“Light or Weeds?” 

Your Light is your garden and everything that is good about you.  Every good deed, spoken word, and 
thought; your Light is the energy behind all that is good.  Anything else is a weed.  Look at yourself and 
see what is growing in your garden?  Do you stand in your Light or your weeds?  You choose each moment 
everyday your garden or the weeds.  24 

“Helping You Along…” 

People mistake things that seem bad, such as losing your job or house, but it is just your Light saying it is 
time to move on, you need to be some place else.  Remember, your Light knows you will not volunteer to 
let go, so sometimes it has to help you let go.  25 

“Intentions!” 

Intentions are the Why or Reason behind what you are about to Say or Do.  Always check the Why Before 
any Action, if it is going to cause pain or suffering, your Light says Don’t Do It and Delete this Behavior.  
42 

“Finally Meet…”   

When your Light, Body, Mind finally meet and come together to be one, then your inward work is done. 

“Don’t Plan” 

When you do not plan anything, then you can take the opportunities that are in front of you and do not 
look back.  37 

“Seeing Life” 

When you can see the Beauty in All Things, now you are seeing Life through your Light.  43 

“Mind or Light?”  

We have noticed that when your Mind gives you a solution its logical thinking, at the same time your Light 
will give you a different solution and it is Creative Thinking.  Always follow the Creative Thinking, which is 
the magical ride.  51 

“Finding You”   

“The Darks greatest fear is you will find your Light!”  70 

“Start to Change.” 

You may loose some battles with yourself when you start changing your way of being.  This is to be 
expected but do not let the battles defeat you.  94 



“Mastered” 

When you can stay in your Peace and Calm space no matter what the circumstances you are your Light 
and have mastered thoughts and emotions.  93 

“Dim Light…” 

Your Light Dims every time you give up a part of you that is Good.  To get Brighter you have to bring back 
what you gave up.  92  

“Self Discovery” 

The first step in discovery is: You notice other people's words and actions.  Next step: Denial that you do 
any of this.  Next step: you look at yourself and realize you have similar words, actions and more.  Next 
step: You change; The Key here is not to get stuck on any of the steps.  91 

“Where are you?” 

Pay attention to where your mind wants to take you, the past, future, or pain?  It is all intended to keep 
you from this moment.  Remember no thoughts, no plans just allow yourself to be in this moment, now 
your living always new always different.  47 

“Choices to be made.” 

It was never intended for you to suffer, it is your choice; you can continue or take the action and let go.  
Look at yourself to see where you are suffering.  46 

“Allowing” 

Sharing and allowing people's choices is the Light path.  Forcing, controlling or demanding your way is 
the Dark path.  Be the Peaceful Warrior.  45 

“Walk on By” 

Now that you know what Darkness Feels like, when it crosses your path “Do Not Engage,” Keep Walking 
and Do not Look Back!  48 

“Expand Yourself!” 

Look to see where you Limit yourself, such as, you will only be nice to certain people and no one else, you 
need to change this and expand it to include all people, animals, and nature.  Remember your Light has 
No Limitations.  50 

“More Layers” 

When you blame what you are feeling on someone or something else, you are doing a behavior that does 
not fix the problem it is just adding another layer.  The Feeling is what you do not like and what needs to 
be fixed.  49 



“Get the Idea.” 

Look for where we agree and not where we disagree.  The Idea is what is important.  59 

 “Making Changes!” 

The more comfortable you are in life; you will make little or no changes.  The more uncomfortable you are 
in life; you will make changes and make more progress moving towards your Light.  52 

“Doors opening…” 

When a different idea or perspective is given to you, it is a door opening for you.  Try to leave the door 
open and when it is time, walk through it.  This is your Lights way of sending you help for what ever 
situation you are faced with on your path, letting you know there is always more than one way to see and 
do life.  53 

“Observer” 

Your Light is observing everything you say and do in Life.  Now it is time for you to become the observer 
of you.  Look and Listen to everything going on inside and outside of you, then start changing everything 
that is not inline with your Light.  54 

“Don't Give Up”  

The only one who gives up on you is you.  Everyone else is waiting to assist.  110 

“Get the Message!” 

When you can look past the surface stuff and see the message in every situation, now you can see the 
Magic in Life.  55 

“Action Step.” 

Your abundance is already here; you just have to get rid of your limitations and allow it to come to you.  
Talking about making the changes is not enough and saying I Know is procrastinating.  Take the Next step 
of “Action” and Make the Changes.  56 

“Autopilot” 

What is Autopilot?  It is words with no energy behind them.  Such as, sometimes when people say Thank 
You.  How do you change this habit?  Focus and be there for the words, put your Light Energy behind 
them and the energy will return to you.  Autopilot is another habit that has to go.  57 

“What you send out” 

The Energy you send out is what is important.  Dark energy is a lower energy and it “Drains” you.  Light 
energy is a higher energy and it “Empowers” you.  Just know that your Light will only co-create with you 
when it is positive.  58 



“Focus” 

Your focus is your attention.  If you want to know what intense focus feels like, then reverse the hand with 
which you normally write.  This kind of focus is needed for when you create.  60 

“What you see is You!” 

Life is always showing you, “You”.  Such as a behavior, habit or belief.  You may observe it from others or 
participate in it.  Either way it comes to you it is something you do.  Everything Dark you change, 
everything Light you keep.  61 

“Changing back to Light” 

The Dark path offers you pain and suffering.  The more you practice it the bigger it gets and it will take 
everything from you.  The Light path offers you Heaven on Earth and never stops giving.  The choice here 
is not hard; changing from Dark to Light is the challenge.  64 

“Steps in Life” 

Each step you take in Life prepares you for the next step.  Every step is only for a moment until the next 
one is shown to you.  Never hesitate taking the next opportunity to change.  63 

“Deeper Connection.” 

In order to solve certain situations in Life that are so “Dark”, you will need to come from a much Wiser 
and Deeper energy.  The Mind or Ego is too shallow too handle an event of this nature.  62 

“It's Time!” 

It is time to let go of who you Think you are and become who you “Know” you are.  65 

“Success!” 

Your Light says success is, “Shining your Light in every moment everyday” and “Everyone” can achieve 
this.  Everything else is an Illusion for success and only a Few can achieve it.  66 

“Inner Layers” 

The more you peel back the inner layers you will reconnect to your Light and will feel a positive energy.  
Try to hold on as long as you can.  What happens next is your experience and yours alone.  68 

“Surrender” 

To us Surrender means to give up, to your Light it means to let go.  Your Lights example, Surrender your 
control and expectations in Life, and let the Light show you how magical Life should be.  “Come 
Together.”  The Light brings Us Together and when we stand as “One”, there is no Darkness that can 
survive.  72 



“Because you're not a Taker.” 

Do Life as if you “Have it,” not as I “Want it”.  73 

“Moments you allow yourself to be Free.” 

Following what you enjoy in Life is one of the few moments you ALLOW yourself to connect to your Light 
without resistance or limitations.  That is why you hold onto these moments the most and is why you 
should continue.  74 

“From one Light to Another.” 

My Light is the battery.  The words here are the jumper cables to spark your Light, to bring you back on 
track to where you should be and live the Life you were intended.  76 

“Gifts are Waiting!”   

You may not be perfect in this moment but do the Inside work and you will be.  75 

“Moving On” 

Turn the page on what was and move on to what is in front of you.  77 

“Be the Change!” 

You are expecting changes but if you do not “Become” the changes, nothing will change.  78 

“Life Stage.” 

The stage has been set to give you an experience, one of which to master.  It will “Repeat” until you are in 
control of you and not the experience.  If you are not sure what the topic is look back at your history for 
what repeats.  79 

“Wisdom” 

Every time you miss an opportunity to change, the next opportunity will be more Intense on Purpose to 
get your attention.  It is best to start making the changes now instead of later.  80 

“Full Circle” 

Your Light says Full Circle means everything you start in Life you must complete and make peace with 
along your path.  81 

“There is a Purpose!” 

Along your journey, you will acquire some tools that will be needed for another point in time.  Everything 
you are doing in life is leading to something.  Pay attention for when that moment shows up then you will 
need the tools you gathered.  82 



“Let the Words pass through!” 

How do you let the Words pass through you?  Listen to a foreign language that you do not know and feel 
the Words pass through.  In addition, notice there are no thoughts or emotions.  Now you can use this 
same experience with the language you do know.  84 

“Speed of Light!” 

To your Light, Any Limitations and Lower energies are Kryptonite.  Higher energies and the present 
moment are needed to keep up with your light.  85 

“Let them be them” 

There is no “Right or Wrong”, there just “Is”; which means, there are many ways of doing the same things 
in Life.  One-way vs. another, do not make it matter let them be them.  87 

“Independence” 

Being Independent means, you are in control of you; and Being Dependent means, “Others” are in control 
of you.  Only one of these is free.  86 

“The Glue!” 

What do you hold on to when you have nothing left in Life on the outside?  For us, it is each other and an 
Inward Feeling unlike any other.  When you are living Moment by Moment, this is the Glue that keeps 
things together.  88 

“You and Yours” 

You are not supposed to Blend in and be Like Others.  You and your Light are intended to Stand Out.  
Then “Together” share your wisdom and Talent for others to see the Beauty and Perfection that you bring 
to “Be”.  89 

“Unattached is Easier.” 

Remember we are just passing through, everything you see and have are only for a moment, and so being 
unattached is the way to be.  Do not attach yourself and let them Become You.  90 

“New Possibility.”  

If you are heading in the wrong direction in Life and your Light cannot get your attention, Life will give 
you a Time-Out.  Within these moments, you will be shown another possible direction.  When the Time-
Out is over you must choose your direction.  Uncertainty will show up, put it aside and take what was 
shown and you will have an adventure unlike any other.  99 

“See what your Light can Do.” 

Eliminate the middleman and your Light can bring everything to you.  96 



“Suffering” 

If someone hurts you and then your action hurts them back, your Light says the behaviors are one in the 
same.  Dark behavior is Dark no matter from what side you Sling it.  Everyone will suffer.  95 

“You're the Lottery Ticket.”   

Remember you are the Wealth, your Imagination and Creativity is Invaluable.  Letting them go is like 
losing the winning Lottery Ticket.  97 

“Explore” 

Open the Door to what is going on Inward.  Exploring here is just as fulfilling, the feeling and surprises 
are beyond your outward experience.  100 

“Playing the Fear Card” 

On your Journey Fear will be used a lot to get you to say and do things for others so they can have 
deniability, get your business, pass laws, the list is long and never ending.  As soon as you notice this 
tactic, it is a “Huge Sign” telling you NOT to follow and do what is asked.  101 

“Get past the Surface.” 

When you can look past the surface of things and the masks people ware, your decision-making is far 
wiser.  103 

“Coexist” 

All forms of Life Matter; One without the other is a loss beyond measure and has a ripple effect on the 
fabric of Life.  Coexisting is the answer.  102 

“Levels of Negative” 

There are different Levels of Negative: Extreme, Medium, Mild and Silent.  The Most obvious are the ones 
we can see and hear, others that are not, The Silent Ones.  The Layer of Silent is Energies and or Thoughts 
that are only inward.  You can feel them but do not speak them.  These too have to be processed and “Let-
Go-Of,” and when you Become Neutral in All Levels then you are “Done”.  104 

“Doing and Being” 

Living Life as Doing, is Chasing the Feelings that Come and Go.  Living Life as Being, is Having the 
Feelings that Come and Stay.  The Difference in these two paths, one is Inward and the other is Outward, 
and you can choose which one to take or do both.  Just know “Both” exist.  105 

“Rebuild You.” 

The Fast Track to Finding Yourself is to Let Go of Everything and Travel.  Everything about you will show 
up and how you Handle You are Key.  Clarity will be one of the first to show up among others to help as 
you Rebuild You.  Time and Patience are needed on this path; when you are done, your viewpoint will be 
different.  106 



“Checking Inward” 

If you ask a question and are checking inward for the answer but get no response, depending on the 
question this could mean: (1.)  No answer  (2.)  Does not matter what you choose.  (3.) It is a lesson and 
the choice to be made is a change in your way of Life, you must choose on your own.  107 

“The Wealth is yours.” 

You are to make yourself wealthy not others.  108 

“More Signs” 

If you have to give yourself a reason for what you are about to do, then it is a clear sign not to do it.  109 

“Life's Equation” 

Thought + Energy (a.k.a. emotions)+ Belief+ Intentions = Your Life Experience You get to choose what to 
put in each step, choose Wisely.  Remember you can Change at anytime.  112 

“You make the Decisions!” 

Know you always have a Choice, do not just follow.  It is important for You to choose, not others.  120 

“Don't get started” 

Society teaches us to compete and challenge.  At first, it is seemingly harmless games.  However, once you 
allow this behavior into your Life it will spread to other areas and take on a “Whole New Life of 
Destruction”.  111 

“Skip some Steps.” 

We have noticed that Life is moving you to “Look” and Be Inward.  It is been a gradual process, but none-
the-less this is the direction.  Start Now and Skip a Few Steps; you are Ready.  113 

“Taking care of Business” 

Your To-Do List and your Lights To-Do List are different.  You can be sure both Lists will be looked at, 
willingly or unwillingly, it does not matter.  114 

“Enjoy” 

Your Light wants you to Enjoy Every Moment Especially the ones Happening Right Now.  Why, because 
how you behave Today will also be Your Tomorrow.  115 

“One Belief to Another” 

The Moment You Stopped believing in “You” was when you started believing what others said.  See how 
you went from one belief to another just like that, then Everything Changed in that Moment.  116a 



“You are to Evolve You.” 

Evolving “You” is going from one way of Being to another.  Letting go of old beliefs, thoughts, habits, 
emotions and incorporating new ones is your Evolution.  116 

“All Happening Now” 

Your day will show you the Past of what was, Present what is, And the Future what is waiting.  Most will 
miss the Present and Future signs, go directly to “Past”, and do it in the Present.  117 

“All Beliefs are True.” 

What You Believe to be true will be true.  Therefore, that means what others believe, and if it differs from 
yours, will also be true.  Life is about what You Believe; therefore, “All” is True.  118 

“Theme Park” 

The Outward Life is a Theme Park; the rides are endless and will have their way with “You” if you do not 
get off.  Remember you can just “Observe” the rides from a distance and still learn.  This does not mean 
not to go on any rides it means “Choose Wisely”.  119 

“What You Accept to Be True” 

Because you are living in pain, the door is not open to the “Idea” of living “Life Without pain.”  Therefore, 
you will live Life to the end in pain.  There is a choice here, understand Life is about what “Idea” You 
Believe In and Accept to be true.  121 

“Wisdom and Knowledge” 

When you make a choice, it will be based on your Wisdom and Knowledge at that moment.  When you 
expand your Wisdom and Knowledge, your choices will be different in that moment.  Expanding your 
Wisdom and Knowledge is the Key.  123 

“Your Body isn't as Hungry as You Think.”  

Try asking your Body what it wants to eat instead of your Taste Buds or habits making your choices for 
you.  180 

“Nature is Healing” 

Go and stay in Nature as often as you can, it is the Most Healing place to be in so many ways and levels.  
Magic happens if you can just “Be”.  131 

“Full View!” 

Outward is just a partial view you must include the Inward to have the Full Picture.  185 



“Illusion or Truth?” 

Eye Candy and True Beauty are not the same.  One is an Illusion the other is Truth.  193 

“What Restricts the Flow?”   

Everything in Life has energy Flow.  What Restricts the Flow is decided by you in the form of, “I Can't 
Have”, “Not for Me”, “I'm not worthy”, “It Will Never Happen”, and “I Don't Believe”, also known as 
Limitations.  Eliminate these Ideas and the Flow returns.  136 

“It Begins Inward” 

Most are so Busy on the Outside, they Miss what is going on Inside.  Inward is where it all begins and is 
created, outward is just the result.  153 

“Powerful Moments” 

The Morning Sunrise and the Evening Sunset are Very Powerful energy moments.  Try to be there for 
these Time Frames and just “Be”.  140 

“All Relationships” 

You must look at All your Relationships in Life Not just the ones with people.  Such as, what kind of 
Relationship you have with food, money, yourself, nature, animals, words, to name a few.  Whatever the 
topic that Troubles You, You must make peace.  155 

“More Options” 

We are taught to “Go Get”, your Light says, “Bring it to you”, is also available.  122 

“Need to be Open!” 

When one way of Being no longer Serves You Another way will Always Present itself to You.  Being Open 
is Key when you are Moving on to All the Steps that will come on your Path.  183 

“Steps towards Change Process” 

Steps Towards Change: (1) Not Open to Any Different Idea (2) Now Open to Different Ideas but Fear and 
Uncertainty shows up and Holds You Back.  (3) The Talk Step, You Like the new Ideas so you talk and 
talk, but cannot go to the next step.  (4) The Action Step, you finally Walk-the-Talk.  All these Steps Equal 
Change in Your Life; Because We Didn't Know these Steps it took us Many Lifetimes to make Any 
Changes.  Now that you are Aware You can process the steps towards Change faster, just do not get stuck 
on Any Step.  159 

“You” 

How you Handle and Value You are what is Important, everything else is practice.  124 



---- The End ---- 
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